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Abstract

Three classes of graphs, simplicial, upper bound, and middle graphs,
have been known for some time, but many of their algorithmic proper-
ties have not been published. The definitions for these graph classes are
reviewed, and their relationships with other common graph classes (es-
pecially line and perfect graphs) are presented. Efficient algorithms are
referenced or outlined to recognize each class of graphs. Finally, for each
class of graphs and most of the common parameters of graphs, either an
algorithm or an NP-complete result is presented, or it is referenced in the
literature.
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1 Introduction

Many interesting properties of graphs are NP-hard to compute for general
graphs [17]. As a result, many special classes of graphs have been studied
with the objective of finding classes that appear in actual applications, but
are sufficiently specialized that various properties can be efficiently computed.
Many of these classes are subclasses of the class of perfect graphs [7]. In this
paper, we consider some classes of graphs where many of the graph properties
can be efficiently computed, but they are not subclasses of the class of perfect
graphs. These classes of graphs have been known for some time, especially mid-
dle graphs [22]. However, many of the relationships amongst them and many
of their algorithmic properties are first presented in this paper. Table 1 sum-
marizes the algorithmic status of each of the properties. In the table, NP-C
stands for NP-complete, ISO-C stands for isomorphism-complete, ?? indicates
that the complexity of the problem is unknown, and a function of n, e, s and/or
p expresses the worst case time complexity of the problem. Note that for the
two most general classes, simplicial graphs and line graphs, they each have poly-
nomial algorithms for only 6 of the 20 problems. Of these, three problems are
polynomial for both classes. On the other hand, for the most restricted graph
class, middle graphs, 14 problems are known to be polynomial. The rest of the
paper defines the graph classes, describes the relationships between the classes,
and justifies the entries in the table.

2 Classes of Graphs

Unless otherwise specified, the graphs considered will be undirected and have
no self-loops or multiple edges, i.e., they are simple graphs. If self-loops and/or
multiple edges are permitted, the graph will be called a pseudograph. Let
V (G) denote the vertex set of graph G, E(G) the edge set, e = |E(G)|, and
n = |V (G)|. Also for a vertex u and a subset S of the set of vertices, the closed
neighbourhood sets are given by

N [v] = {v} ∪ {u | u is adjacent to v},

N [S] = ∪v∈SN [v],

and <S> is the subgraph of G induced by the set S. For our algorithms, we
assume that the graph representation includes for each vertex a linked list of
adjacent vertices (its neighbours).

A graph is said to be complete if every pair of distinct vertices is joined
by an edge. Any maximal complete subgraph of a graph is called a clique. A
simplicial (unicliqual) vertex is a vertex that appears in exactly one clique. A
clique containing one or more simplicial vertices is called a simplex. Note that if
u is a simplicial vertex, then <N [u]> is the unique clique (simplex) containing u.
There are at most n simplices in a graph as each simplex contains a (simplicial)
vertex not in any other simplex. Of course, a general graph might not have any
simplicial vertices.
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Table 1: Algorithmic status of each property for each graph class

simplicial upper rep. of hereditary middle line
bound hypergraph

membership n + s ∗ e n + s ∗ e n + s ∗ e n + e n + e
clique cover NP-C n + e n + e n + e n + e
vertex clique cover n + e n + e n + e n + e NP-C
independent set n + e n + e n + e n + e p0.5 ∗ n + e
vertex cover n + e n + e n + e n + e p0.5 ∗ n + e
maximum clique NP-C NP-C ?? n + e n + e
chromatic number NP-C NP-C ?? n2 NP-C
chromatic index ?? ?? ?? ?? NP-C
dominating set NP-C NP-C NP-C n1.5 + e NP-C
edge dominating set n0.5 ∗ e n0.5 ∗ e n0.5 ∗ e n0.5 ∗ e NP-C
maximum minimal dominating set n + e n + e n + e n + e NP-C
irredundant set NP-C n + e n + e n + e NP-C
minimum dominating independent set NP-C NP-C NP-C n1.5 + e NP-C
minimum maximal irredundant set NP-C NP-C NP-C n1.5 + e NP-C
hamiltonian path NP-C NP-C NP-C NP-C NP-C
induced path NP-C NP-C NP-C NP-C NP-C
graph isomorphism ISO-C ISO-C ISO-C ISO-C ISO-C
subgraph isomorphism NP-C NP-C NP-C NP-C NP-C
steiner tree NP-C NP-C NP-C NP-C NP-C
simple maximum cut NP-C ?? ?? n + e n + e

n = number of vertices in the graph e = number of edges in the graph
s = number of simplices in the graph p = number of vertices in the root graph
NP-C stands for NP-complete ISO-C stands for isomorphism-complete
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A graph is called simplicial [11] if every vertex is contained in a simplex, i.e.,
every vertex is either simplicial or adjacent to a simplicial vertex. Similarly, a
graph is called edge simplicial if every edge is contained in a simplex. It turns
out that the edge simplicial class is the same as the class of upper bound graphs.
If (P,≤) is a partially ordered set (poset), the upper bound graph [31] of P ,
G = (V,E), is defined as follows: V = P , and (x, y) ∈ E if and only if x 6= y
and there exists a z ∈ P such that x ≤ z and y ≤ z. The proof of equivalence of
these two classes [11] is based on the simplicial vertex of a simplex corresponding
to the greatest upper bound of the same items in the poset.

If instead of a partial order on P , there is a quasi-order (an irreflexive and
transitive relation) on P , then instead of obtaining an upper bound graph, a
strict upper bound graph [31] is obtained. For the quasi-order that corresponds
to a given partial order, the edges of the strict upper bound graph are a strict
subset of those of the upper bound graph. The strict upper bound class is
a subclass of the class of competition graphs [41] that has been used in food
web models of ecosystems. However, the strict upper bound and competition
graph classes are incomparable with the class of upper bound graphs as each
has members not in the upper bound class and vise versa.

Of course, the simplicial class includes all upper bound (edge simplicial)
graphs. We also consider classes of graphs that are contained in the upper
bound class. We begin by recalling that a hypergraph [3], H = (V,E), consists
of a set of vertices V and a collection of edges E, where each edge is an arbitrary
non-empty subset of V . If the sets in E are distinct, then H is called a simple
hypergraph. From each hypergraph H, we can obtain a graph, Ω(H), called the
representative graph of H. Ω(H) is the graph where its vertices are the edges of
H, and two vertices are adjacent in Ω(H) if they have a non-empty intersection
(as sets of V ). Hence, Ω(H) is the intersection graph of the edge set of H. Not
only is Ω(H) a graph, but every (simple) graph is the representative graph of
some hypergraph. However, we are interested in a subclass of the upper bound
class. To get such a subclass, we need to consider hereditary hypergraphs [14].
A hypergraph H = (V,E) is called hereditary if e1 ∈ E, e2 ⊆ e1, and e2 6= ∅,
then e2 ∈ E.

Lemma 1
The representative graph of any hereditary hypergraph is an upper bound graph.

Proof:
Let HH be an arbitrary hereditary hypergraph, and G = Ω(HH).
Let e = (x, y) be an arbitrary edge in G.
Then x and y are edges in HH with x ∩ y 6= ∅. Let u ∈ x ∩ y.
Since HH is hereditary, {u} is an edge in HH, and hence a vertex in G.
In fact, {u} is a simplicial vertex in G, and e belongs to {u}’s simplex.
Therefore, G is edge simplicial, and thus upper bound. 2

To see that representative graphs of hereditary hypergraphs are a proper
subclass of upper bound graphs, note that K1,3 is an upper bound graph but
not the representative graph of any hereditary hypergraph.
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Of course, treating an edge as a set containing a pair of vertices, every
graph G = (V,E) is a hypergraph so that hypergraphs are a generalization of
graphs. Considering G as a hypergraph, the graph Ω(G) is defined. Ω(G) is
commonly known as the line (or edge) graph of G and denoted by L(G). Also,
G is called the root graph of L(G). Although a simple graph is not a hereditary
hypergraph, there is a natural hereditary hypergraph HH(G) associated with
every graph when every vertex is added to the edge collection as a singleton
set. Thus for every graph G, we can obtain the graph Ω(HH(G)). It turns
out [14] that Ω(HH(G)) ≈ M(G), where M(G) is the middle graph of G, and
≈ is graph isomorphism (see section 4.12). For a graph G = (V,E), the middle
graph of G [22] is given by M(G) = (V ∪E,E′) where two vertices of M(G) are
adjacent if they are incident in G, i.e., either they are two edges of G that share
a vertex, or one is an edge of G and the other is a vertex that is one end of the
edge. From Ω(HH(G)) ≈ M(G), it follows that the class of middle graphs is
a subclass of the representative graphs of hereditary hypergraphs. Let G+ be
the graph obtained by adding to G n new vertices and n new edges where each
new edge joins a distinct new vertex to a distinct vertex of G. Then it can be
shown [22] that M(G) ≈ L(G+). Thus, the class of middle graphs is a subset
of the class of line graphs.

There are other characterizations of middle graphs. Let S(G) be the subdi-
vision graph of G, i.e., the graph obtained by inserting a vertex into every edge
of G. Now the middle graph of G can be obtained by adding the edges of L(G)
into S(G) [14]. Alternately, the middle graph of G can be obtained by removing
the edges of G from the total graph of G [2, 23]. A final characterization of
middle graphs is given by the following result:

Lemma 2 [43]
A graph G is a middle graph if and only if there exists simplices S1, S2, ..., Ss of
G satisfying the following conditions:
(i) |Si ∩ Sj | ≤ 1, for i 6= j
(ii) S1, S2, ..., Ss is a partition of E(G), and
(iii) every non-simplicial vertex lies in exactly two simplices.

By analyzing M(G), it is clear that the vertices of a simplex of M(G) cor-
respond to a vertex of G and its incident edges. In particular, if we associate a
specific simplicial vertex of a simplex S of M(G) with vertex v of G, then the
non-simplicial vertices of S must be edges incident to v in G and other simplicial
vertices of S must be self-loops about v in G. Thus, if self-loops are not allowed
in the root graph, in this lemma there should be a fourth condition:

(iv) every simplex contains only one simplicial vertex.

Henceforth, we will assume that this condition is included in this character-
ization of middle graphs. If self-loops and multiple edges are permitted in the
root graph, the class will be called pseudomiddle. Similarly, a pseudoline graph
is the line graph of a pseudograph.
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As a point of comparison, an alternate characterization of line graphs [28] is
that a set of complete subgraphs can be found which partitions the edges and
no vertex belongs to more than two of the subgraphs. For a middle graph, each
complete subgraph must in addition be simplicial with exactly one simplicial
vertex.

In addition to middle graphs, there is another known subclass of represen-
tatives of hereditary hypergraphs. Given a graph G = (V,E), let I be the set of
all independent sets in graph G. Then H = (V, I) is an hereditary hypergraph
whose representative graph I(G) is called the independence graph of G. The
set of all such graphs [13] is called the class of independence graphs.

The middle graph of the hypergraph H = (V,E) is defined in [6] to be the
intersection graph Ω(F ), where

F = V ′ ∪ E, V = {v1, v2, ..., vn}, and V ′ = {{v1}, {v2}, ..., {vn}}

Naturally, if the hypergraph corresponds to a simple graph, i.e., it has no dupli-
cate edges and each edge has size 2, this results in the standard middle graph of
the graph. In the more general case, the class of middle graphs of hypergraphs
is the same as the class of upper bound graphs. This follows from a theorem
in [6] that G is the middle graph of a hypergraph iff G has an independent set
of vertices such that the collection of closed neighbourhoods of these vertices
forms a set of complete subgraphs which covers the edges of G. It is easy to
see that the closed neighbourhoods are the simplices of the upper bound graph,
and the independent set consists of one simplicial vertex per simplex.

In order to put the graph classes being studied in a context, some further sub-
classes of simplicial graphs will be mentioned. The class of graphs where each
vertex belongs to exactly one simplex, call them vertex unisimplicial graphs,
have been studied in the literature [38]. (Note that in the community study-
ing well-covered graphs, these graphs are called simplicial.) Obviously, vertex
unisimplicial graphs are simplicial, but they are neither upper bound nor split
unless they are disconnected or complete. It might seem that this class of graphs
would have a very restricted structure, but for any graph G, G+ is vertex unisim-
plicial. The edge unisimplicial graph class, where each edge belongs to exactly
one simplex, can also be defined. These graphs are upper bound and contain
middle graphs. However, they do not contain pseudomiddle graphs as multiple
edges lead to edges in two simplices.

A class of graphs that has many polynomial algorithms is the class of perfect
graphs [3, 7]. The classes considered here are only weakly related to perfect
graphs. The line graph of a bipartite graph is both a perfect graph [7, 27] and
a line graph. Also, the subclass of perfect graphs called split graphs [21] is a
subclass of simplicial graphs. To see this, recall that a graph is called split if its
vertex set can be partitioned into two sets so that one set induces a complete
graph and the other set is an independent set. As a result, each vertex of the
independent set is a simplicial vertex. Also each vertex of the complete set is
either incident to a vertex of the independent set (a simplicial vertex), or else
its closed neighbourhood is the complete set of the partition so that it is itself
a simplicial vertex.
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Another class of perfect graphs related to the classes studied here is the class
of hereditary upper bound graphs. A graph is a hereditary upper bound graph
if every induced subgraph is an upper bound graph [34, 30]. An equivalent
specification for this class is (cograph ∩ chordal) or (P4, Ck)-free for k ≥ 4 [34,
20]. Thus, the class is chordal [21] and perfect.

Figure 1 contains a diagram of the containment relationships amongst these
classes of graphs. This paper will emphasize the algorithmic properties of mid-
dle, representatives of hereditary hypergraphs, upper bound, simplicial, and line
graphs (in bold in the diagram).

3 Testing for membership

The most fundamental algorithm for a class of graphs is an algorithm to test
whether a graph belongs to the class. In this section, we review the recognition
algorithms for simplicial, upper bound, and middle graphs, and outline the
algorithm for representative graphs of hereditary hypergraphs.

Recognition of simplicial graphs depends on the observation that within a
simplex, every vertex of minimum degree is a simplicial vertex [11]. Thus, if the
vertices of a graph are scanned in non-decreasing order by degree, the first vertex
encountered of a simplex will be a simplicial vertex of the simplex. The removal
of the simplex of a simplicial vertex results in another simplicial graph, so the
process can be repeated until the graph is empty. The most time-consuming
part is checking that the neighbourhood of each proposed simplicial vertex is
complete. As a result, the time bound is O(n + s ∗ e), where s is the number of
simplices.

Algorithms to recognize middle graphs and upper bound graphs (middle
graphs of hypergraphs) are given in [44]. They also work by repeatedly remov-
ing the simplex whose simplicial vertex has the least degree, and checking the
properties of the simplices. The version for middle graphs executes in linear
time as each vertex is in at most two simplices.

To determine whether a graph belongs to the class of representative graphs
of hereditary hypergraphs has the complication that the hereditary property
needs to be tested. Suppose that G = (V,E) is the graph to be tested, and
our objective is to find an hereditary hypergraph HH such that G = Ω(HH).
Before looking at the algorithm, we examine the relationships between G and
HH. A set containing one element in HH becomes simplicial in G because all
sets that contain the element must have a non-empty intersection. In addition,
every simplicial vertex corresponds to a singleton set since non-singleton sets
will be adjacent to singleton sets (which are not adjacent). Finally, because
HH is hereditary, every element of every set must appear as a singleton set,
and hence as a simplicial vertex in G. Thus finding the simplicial vertices of G
finds the element set of HH. Moreover, the vertices of G adjacent to a simplicial
vertex are exactly the sets of HH that contain the element associated with the
simplicial vertex.

The algorithm first checks that the graph G is upper bound. While doing
this, the vertices of HH are found (the simplicial vertices of G), and the edges
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Figure 1: Containments of the graph classes
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of HH are constructed (each edge of HH (a vertex of G) consists of the set
of simplicial vertices of G incident to it (as a vertex of G)). Thus, G is the
representative graph of the hypergraph HH, so it only remains to check that
HH is hereditary. This is done by finding each maximal set of HH and then
checking that all its non-empty subsets belong to HH. To do the latter task,
a bit vector is set up so that it has one bit for each subset of the maximal set.
Now in G, each vertex adjacent to the vertex corresponding to the maximal set
is analyzed. If the set of HH corresponding to the adjacent vertex is a subset
of the maximal set, its subset bit is marked. After analyzing all the adjacent
vertices, it is necessary to check that all bits are marked. (Notes on algorithm
notation: indentation indicates nesting, and { } encloses a comment.)

Algorithm: Test for representative graph of an hereditary hypergraph
Input: G = (V,E)
Output: A Boolean variable that indicates whether G is the representative of

a hereditary hypergraph or not, and if it is, the representative
hypergraph HH for G.

1. {check that G is upper bound graph and find the sequence of vertices for
each edge set of HH}

label each vertex of G with an empty sequence
run the algorithm to test for an upper bound graph

as each simplicial vertex is found
label it with the next natural number i
for every vertex in its closed neighbourhood

append i to the end of the sequence for the vertex
2. {find the maximal edge sets of HH and check the hereditary property}

initially all vertices of G are unmarked
repeat as long as there is an unmarked vertex and no failure yet

find an unmarked vertex u of G with the longest sequence
mark u
r ← the length of the sequence for u
if degree(u) < 2r − 2
then failure {u must be incident to a vertex for each subset of u’s

sequence (except ∅ and u’s own sequence)}
else set up a bit vector of 0’s with length 2r − 1

set the bit for u’s own sequence to 1
for each vertex v adjacent to u while not failure

k ← compute bit(sequence of u, sequence of v)
if k is 0
then {the sequence of v is not a subsequence of u’s}
else set kth bit to 1, and mark the vertex v

for each position k in the bit vector
if kth bit is 0
then failure {hereditary property fails as the vertex

corresponding to this bit is not present
in G, so its subset is missing from HH}
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For the call compute bit(A,B), A is the sequence corresponding to a max-
imal set, and B is another sequence. If B is not a subsequence (in the sense
of an ordered set) of A, then 0 is returned. If B is a subsequence of A, then
the algorithm returns the position of B’s subsequence when the subsequences
of A are listed in lexicographic order (if A = <1, 2, 3>, then the lexicographic
ordering of its subsequences is {1}, {1, 2}, {1, 2, 3}, {1, 3}, {2}, {2, 3}, {3}).

Algorithm: Compute bit
Input: sequences A, B stored in ascending order in arrays
Output: the position of the B sequence in the lexical ordering of the

subsequences of A
1. bit pos ← 1, found ← false, A pos ← 1, and B pos ← 1
2. while not found and bit pos 6= 0

if A[A pos] 6= B[B pos]
then bit pos ← bit pos + 2|A|−A pos

else if B pos = |B|
then found ← true
else bit pos ← bit pos+1, B pos ← B pos+1

A pos ← A pos +1
if A pos > |A|
then bit pos ← 0 {B[B pos] does not exist in A}

3. return bit pos

The time complexity for compute bit is O(|A|), i.e., O(r). The first step of
the test algorithm requires time O(n+s∗e) as we have already noted. The outer
loop of Step 2 is done once for every maximal sequence, i.e., at most n times.
Note that a bucket sort can be used to sort the vertices by sequence length in
order O(n) time before the start of the loop. Thus, the total time for all times
through the loop to find the next largest unmarked vertex is O(n). O(2r) time
is needed to initialize the bit vector and to check it after the adjacency scan.
But degree(u) ≥ 2r− 1, so degree u can be used to bound these two operations.
The time for the scan of the adjacency list of u is degree u times O(r) (for the
call of compute bit). But r is bounded by s, the number of simplices. Thus
O(n + s ∗ e) is also a bound for step 2 and the whole algorithm.

To conclude this section, we note that there are well known linear algo-
rithms [29, 42] to test for a line graph and determine its root graph.

4 Graph Properties

In this section, we discuss a number of graph properties. For each of these prop-
erties and for each of the graph classes, we justify the complexity for obtaining
the property for graphs of the class.
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4.1 Clique Covers

A clique cover of a graph is a set of cliques whose union is the whole graph,
and a vertex clique cover (also called a partition into cliques) is a set of vertex-
disjoint complete subgraphs such that the union of their vertex sets is the vertex
set of the graph. The minimum-sized clique cover and minimum-sized vertex
clique cover for graph G are denoted by Θe(G) and Θv(G) respectively. The
key results related to these are the following:

Theorem 1 [31]
Upper bound graphs are exactly the graphs for which Θe(G) = Θv(G).

Lemma 3 [8]
If Θe(G) = Θv(G), then the set of simplices forms the unique minimal collection
of cliques which include all the vertices and edges of G.

Thus for the class of upper bound graphs and all subclasses of it, Θe(G) =
Θv(G) = s, the number of simplices, and this value is easily calculated via the
recognition algorithm.

For simplicial graphs, the vertex clique cover problem is also easy. To cover
all vertices by complete subgraphs, a subgraph is needed for every simplex (to
cover its simplicial vertex). The set of simplices is clearly sufficient to cover
the vertices, hence Θv(G) = s. A vertex clique cover can be obtained from the
recognition algorithm by selecting the subgraphs to be vertex-disjoint subgraphs
of the simplices.

The clique cover problem for simplicial graphs is much more difficult – the
decision version of the problem is NP-complete. To see this, as before let G+

be the graph obtained by adding to each vertex of G an edge to a new degree 1
vertex. Then G+ is a simplicial graph as each vertex is in the simplex formed
by the new edge incident to it. Also it is easy to see that Θe(G+) = Θe(G) + n
(where n = |V (G)|), since an additional clique is necessary and sufficient for
each of the additional edges of G+. Thus, it is as difficult to determine the
clique cover for simplicial graphs as for graphs in general. Since the decision
version of the clique cover problem is NP-complete for general graphs, it is also
NP-complete for simplicial graphs.

The situation for clique covering of line graphs is opposite to that for sim-
plicial graphs. The vertex clique problem is known to be NP-complete for line
graphs [17]. On the other hand, once the root graph is known, we now show it
is easy to determine the clique cover for a line graph. The graph K1,i is called a
star and the center of it is the vertex of degree more than 1 (if i > 1). Clearly,
the line graph of a star is a complete graph. If v is a vertex in a graph H, let Sv

denote the complete subgraph in L(H) obtained from the edges incident to v in
H. Also three mutually adjacent vertices form a triangle, and the line graph of
a triangle is complete. When u, v and w are the vertices of a triangle in H, let
Suvw denote the corresponding complete subgraph of L(H). These two types
subgraphs are interesting to us since if G = L(H), then the complete subgraphs
of G are either Suvw where u, v and w are the vertices of a triangle in H, or Sv

for v a vertex of H (not all these are maximal).
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Lemma 4 The minimum clique cover for line graph G = L(H) consists of the
following set of subgraphs:

(i) Sv, for each vertex v of H provided that either
(a) degree(v) 6= 2,

or (b) degree(v) = 2
and (its adjacent vertices are not adjacent

or they both have degree three or more),
or (c) degree(v) = 1

and its neighbour u has degree 1 and Su isn’t included
and (ii) Svuw, for u, v and w forming a triangle in H with at least two

of these vertices having degree two.

Proof: First the set of all Sv clearly covers the graph G. The only Sv not
included in the set of the lemma are of two types. One type is a vertex v of
degree 1. When its neighbour u also has degree 1, Su = Sv and exactly one of
them is included in the cover. When its neighbour u has degree greater than 1,
then Sv is contained in Su, and Sv is not needed in a cover. The other type is for
v having degree two when the two vertices adjacent to it (u and w) are adjacent,
and at least one of them has degree two. In this case, the three vertices form a
triangle that has at least two vertices of degree two, and hence the edges, that
would be covered by Sv and either (or both of) Su and Sw, are covered by Suvw.
Thus, the set of subgraphs covers G.

We now show that the set has a minimum size.

First note that an edge (a, b) of G corresponds to two incident edges a =
(u, v) and b = (v, w) of H. The only cliques of G that cover (a, b) are Sv and,
if u is adjacent to w, Suvw. Hence, if v is a non-simplicial vertex of H, there is
a pair of edges incident to v that do not form a triangle so Sv must be in any
cover of G to cover the incidence of these two edges.

Now assume that v is a simplicial vertex of H. If v has degree four or more,
then it would take far too many triangles to cover the line graph of the edges
incident to v. Hence a minimum cover of G contains Sv. If v has degree three,
a minimum cover of the line graph of N [v] can be either four Si’s or four Sijk’s.
Thus, we can use the Si’s in our minimum cover. Suppose degree(v)=1 with u
adjacent to v. If degree(u)>1, then Sv is contained in Su and Sv is not needed
in a cover. If degree(u)=1, then Su=Sv and only one of them is needed in a
cover. The case of v having degree zero will not occur, as the line graph of an
isolated vertex is the empty graph.

The final case is for v a simplicial vertex of degree two in H. Suppose that u
and w are the neighbours of v. If at least one of the vertices u and w has degree
2, the use of Suvw in covering N [v] saves at least one subgraph over using Sv,
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Su and Sw. If v is the only one with degree 2, then Sv, Su and Sw can be used
in a minimum cover as otherwise Suvw, Su and Sw would be needed.

Thus, the specified set is a minimum cover of G. 2

Therefore if G is a line graph with a known root graph, then by analyzing
the degrees of the vertices in the root graph, a minimum clique cover for G can
be found in time O(p+n) where p and n are respectively the number of vertices
and edges in the root graph. Hence, the time is dominated by the time to find
the root graph.

4.2 Independent Set and Vertex Cover

A subset of the vertices is called an independent (stable) set if no pair of the
vertices is adjacent. The size of the maximum independent set will be denoted
by β0(G). This value is related to the clique covering numbers of graphs.

Theorem 2 [12]
The following are equivalent
(i) Θe(G) = Θv(G)
(ii) β0(G) = Θe(G).

This implies that for upper bound graphs β0(G) = Θe(G) = Θv(G)= s.
For simplicial graphs, no two independent vertices can belong to the same sim-
plex, and simplicial vertices from distinct simplices are independent. Hence for
simplicial graphs, β0(G) = Θv(G) = s, and this value is easily calculated.

For line graphs, an independent set corresponds in the root graph to a set
of edges such that no pair of them are incident, i.e., a matching. The maximum
matching of the root graph can be found in time O(p0.5n) [33, 36], where p is
the number of vertices and n is the number of edges in the root graph. Hence, a
maximum independent set can be obtained by finding the root graph and then
a maximum matching for it.

A vertex cover is a set of vertices such that each edge of the graph is incident
to at least one of the vertices. This is closely related to independence as a set
S is a vertex cover iff V − S is an independent set. Thus, the time bounds for
maximum independent set apply to minimum vertex cover.

4.3 Maximum Clique

The maximum clique problem is to determine a largest clique in a graph. First
we consider this problem for upper bound graphs. For an arbitrary graph G,
construct graph Ĝ by adding to G as follows: for each edge of G, add a new
vertex which is only adjacent to the two ends of the edge. Then Ĝ is an upper
bound graph, and unless G contains no triangles, a maximum clique of Ĝ has
the same size as a maximum clique of G. Thus, if the size of a maximum
clique could be efficiently determined for upper bound graphs, then it could be
determined for arbitrary graphs. Since it is NP-hard for general graphs, it is
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NP-hard to determine the size of a maximum clique in upper bound graphs,
and by implication in simplicial graphs.

The situation for line and middle graphs is quite different. We have already
seen that if G is a line graph with root graph H, then the complete subgraphs
of G are either Suvw where u, v, and w are the vertices of a triangle in H, or Sv

for v a vertex of H (not all these are maximal). For a graph line, we first find
the largest star (largest degree) in the root graph. Only if this star has size less
than three is it necessary to test for triangles. But in this case, the triangle test
is quick as no vertex has degree as much as three. Thus, a maximum clique can
be found in time proportional to the number of vertices and edges of its root
graph.

In a middle graph, a triangle in the root graph only generates a clique as
large as 3. However, a triangle contains P2 (a star), and a P2 by itself generates
a K3. Hence, a triangle never generates a clique larger than the largest clique
generated by a star, so the maximum clique corresponds to the largest star of
the root graph.

The complexity of this problem for the representative graphs of hereditary
hypergraphs is presently unknown.

4.4 Chromatic Number and Chromatic Index

The chromatic number problem involves colouring the vertices of an undirected
graph so that no two adjacent vertices have the same colour. χ(G) is used to
represent the smallest number of colours needed for colouring the vertices of G.
The chromatic index, χ′(G), is the smallest number of colours needed to colour
the edges of a graph so that no two incident edges have the same colour.

Since edge colouring is NP-complete for general graphs, vertex colouring is
NP-complete for line graphs (since χ(L(G)) = χ′(G)). Vertex colouring is also
NP-complete for upper bound graphs. To see this, for any graph G, consider
the upper bound graph Ĝ. For k ≥ 3, now it is easy to see that the vertices of
G can be coloured with k colours iff the vertices of Ĝ can be coloured with k
colours. From this the NP-complete result follows for upper bound graphs.

Now consider middle graphs.

Theorem 3
χ(M(G)) = χ′(G+) = ∆(G) + 1, where ∆(G) is the maximum degree in graph
G.

Proof: As we previously noted, M(G) = L(G+).
Hence χ(M(G)) = χ(L(G+)) = χ′(G+).
By Vizing’s fundamental result [45], χ′(G) = ∆(G) or ∆(G) + 1.

case (i) χ′(G) = ∆(G)
Then χ′(G+) = ∆(G) + 1 as all the added edges can be given the new
colour.
But ∆(G+) = ∆(G) + 1 so χ′(G+) = ∆(G) + 1.
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case (ii) χ′(G) = ∆(G) + 1
But each vertex of G has at most ∆(G) incident edges so there is at least
one colour remaining. This colour can be used for the new edge incident
to the vertex.
Therefore χ′(G+) = ∆(G) + 1.

2

Now to find a vertex colouring for M(G), we first find G and G+, and then
need a ∆(G)+1 edge colouring of G+. Implicit in the proof of Vizing’s Theorem
by Fiorini and Wilson [16] is an O(e2) algorithm to edge colour any graph G
with ∆(G) + 1 colours. Thus middle graphs can be vertex coloured in O(n2)
time, where n is the number of vertices in the middle graph. Again, the time
complexity of this problem is unknown for representative graphs of hereditary
hypergraphs.

The problem of computing the chromatic index of a graph is a very difficult
to classify. For many classes of graphs, it is an open question as to whether
there is a polynomial algorithm [25]. However, the problem has been shown [9]
to be NP-complete for line graphs. Also, all NP-complete results to date have
been for regular graphs. None of simplicial, upper bound, representatives of
hereditary hypergraphs and middle graphs can ever be regular unless they are
complete. Thus, perhaps there exist polynomial algorithms for these classes.
Middle graphs in particular seem to be simple enough that there might be an
efficient algorithm to edge colour them. Nevertheless, the problem remains open
for all these classes.

4.5 Dominating Set

A set of vertices is called dominating if every vertex is either in the set or ad-
jacent to a vertex in the set. The domination problem is to find a minimum
dominating set. The size of such a set is denoted by γ(G). To analyze the
complexity of the domination problem for upper bound graphs, we again con-
sider the graph Ĝ. It is easy to see that when G has no isolated vertices, a
vertex cover of G is a dominating set for Ĝ, and a minimal dominating set
for Ĝ can be converted into a vertex cover for G of the same size. Thus, an
efficient algorithm for the dominating set of upper bound graphs would imply
an efficient algorithm for the vertex cover of arbitrary graphs. Since the latter
problem is NP-complete, domination for upper bound and simplicial graphs is
NP-complete.

In fact, the dominating set problem is NP-complete for representative graphs
of hereditary hypergraphs. It is known [14] that for H = (V,E) a hereditary
hypergraph, γ(Ω(H)) = π(H), where π(H) is the smallest order of a partition
of V by the sets of E. However, the maximal edges of H dominate the most
vertices of V , and all subsets of a maximal edge exist in E. Thus, domination
in Ω(H) reduces to minimum set cover of the vertices of the root hypergraph by
its maximal edges. But minimum set cover is NP-complete [17] so domination
for the representative graphs of hereditary hypergraphs is NP-complete.
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Middle graphs are a sufficiently specialized class of hereditary hypergraphs
that domination can be efficiently solved. It is known [14] that for a connected
graph G, γ(M(G)) = π(M(G)) = α1(G), where α1(G) is the size of a minimum
edge cover, i.e., a minimum set of edges so that every vertex is incident to
at least one edge of the set. The edge cover problem can be solved by using
maximum matching to obtain a maximum set of independent edges (covering a
maximum number of vertices) and then adding a minimal set of edges to cover
vertices not already covered [35]. Thus, given the root graph G with p vertices
and q edges, the dominating set problem for M(G) can be solved in the time to
do maximum matching in G, i.e., O(p0.5q). As the number of vertices in M(G),
n, dominates both p and q, the bound is O(n1.5) plus the time to find G.

The last dominating set problem that we consider is for line graphs. Now a
dominating set of a line graph corresponds in the root graph to a set of edges
such that every edge of the root graph is incident to at least one edge of the
set, i.e., the edge dominating set problem. As the edge dominating set problem
is NP-complete [46], it follows that the dominating set problem is NP-complete
for line graphs.

4.6 Edge Dominating Set

As we have just seen, a set S ⊆ E is called an edge dominating set for graph
G = (V,E) if every edge either belongs to S or is incident to an edge of S.
The edge dominating set problem for a graph is to determine the smallest edge
dominating set for the graph. Let γ ′ denote the size of such a set. For a set
S ⊆ E, a vertex or edge is called covered if it is incident to an edge of S.

Consider a minimal edge dominating set. Suppose it has two incident edges
(x, y) and (y, z). Since (y, z) covers all the edges of y, there is an edge (w, x)
which is only covered by (x, y). Thus the set (S−{(x, y)})∪{(w, x)} is minimal
edge dominating with one fewer pair of incident edges. Therefore, there exists
a minimal edge dominating set of the same size as S with no incident edges. A
set of edges with no pair of them incident is called a matching. But a maximal
matching has every edge covered so it is a edge dominating set. Thus finding
γ ′ is the same as finding the size of a minimum maximal matching. In turn,
this is the same as finding a maximal matching which leaves the most vertices
uncovered.

It is known [24] that the minimum edge dominating set problem is NP-
complete for line graphs. However, it is easily solved for a complete graph as an
edge dominating set can leave at most one vertex uncovered (γ ′(K2n) = n and
γ ′(K2n+1) = n). In the case of covering edges of a simplex, we can assume that
the uncovered vertex (if it exists) is an arbitrary simplicial vertex. Also if only
simplicial vertices are uncovered, then all edges between simplices are covered.
Therefore, in a simplicial graph, a maximal matching which maximizes the
number of simplices with an uncovered simplicial vertex is a minimum maximal
matching and a minimum edge dominating set. This approach will be used to
find γ ′ in a simplicial graph, i.e., find a maximal matching such that a maximum
number of simplices have an uncovered simplicial vertex.
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Algorithm: Finding γ ′ in a simplicial graph
Input: Graph G = (V,E)
Output: An edge dominating set of size γ ′

1. find the simplices and simplicial vertices of G.
2. delete a simplicial vertex from each simplex to obtain graph G′.
3. find M, a maximum matching of G′.
4. for each simplicial vertex removed in step 2

return it to the graph
if there is another uncovered vertex in its simplex
then add to M the edge that joins them.

The result is obviously a maximal matching of the overall graph. It maxi-
mizes the number of edges in the matching of G′, which minimizes the number
of uncovered vertices in G′, which minimizes the number of edges added to the
matching in step 4, which maximizes the number of simplices in G with an un-
covered vertex, which minimizes the size of the edge dominating set. Thus, the
algorithm finds a minimum edge dominating set.

The most time consuming part of the algorithm is finding a maximum match-
ing in G′. Thus the time complexity is n0.5e, as that is the time to find a maxi-
mum matching. However, in practice the time will normally be much better as
a large initial matching can easily be found by starting with the empty graph
and adding each of the simplices (without the deleted simplicial vertex) one at
a time. As each is added, an initially empty matching is extended so that it is
a maximum size in the simplex.

4.7 Maximum Minimal Dominating Set

For any undirected graph G, there are six parameters that are related as fol-
lows [14]:

ir(G) ≤ γ(G) ≤ i(G) ≤ β0(G) ≤ Γ(G) ≤ IR(G).

γ(G) and β0(G) are the domination and independence numbers that we have
already considered. i(G) is the size of a minimum (smallest) maximal indepen-
dent set (a minimum dominating independent set), and Γ(G) is the size of a
maximum (largest) minimal dominating set. For a set I and vertex v ∈ I, v
is said to have itself as a private closed neighbour if v is not adjacent to any
vertex of I; and v is said to have u as its private neighbour, if v is adjacent u,
u /∈ I and u is not adjacent to any other member of I. A set of vertices I is
called irredundant if each member of I has a private (closed) neighbour, i.e.,
using the notation of Section 2, for all v ∈ I, N [I] − N [I − {v}] 6= ∅. IR(G)
is the size of a largest maximal (i.e., maximum) irredundant set, and ir(G) is
the size of a minimum (smallest) maximal irredundant set. In this section, we
consider Γ(G), and consider i(G), IR(G) and ir(G) in subsequent sections.

The paper [10] showed that for upper bound graphs β0(G)) = Γ(G) =
IR(G) = s, and for simplicial graphs β0(G)) = Γ(G) = s, with IR(G) not
necessarily equal to the others. Thus, since it is easy to calculate the number
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of simplices s, Γ(G) is easily calculated for the class of simplicial graphs and
descendants of this class.

On the other hand, this is not true for line graphs as it has been shown [32]
that the calculation of Γ(L(G)) is NP-complete.

4.8 Irredundant Set

The previous section has the definition for IR(G), and the fact that IR(G) = s
for upper bound graphs. Hence for upper bound graphs IR(G) is easy calcu-
lated.

We will now show that calculation of IR(G) is NP-complete for line and
simplicial graphs. The same reduction, from Simple Max Cut, is used for both
problems. Recall the Simple Max Cut problem is to determine whether there is
a partition of the vertices of G such that there are at least k edges with one end
in one set of the partition and the other end in the other set of the partition.

For a graph G, the subdivision graph of G, S(G), is obtained by adding a new
vertex w for each edge (u, v) of G and replacing (u, v) by (u,w) and (w, v) [23].
Also, if F is a set of edges with vertex set the same as graph G, then G + F
is the graph (possibly a multigraph) obtained by adding the edges of F into G.
Thus for G = (V,E), G + E is the multigraph obtained by doubling each edge
of G. The following theorem is the key to the reduction for NP-completeness of
IR for simplicial and line graphs.

Theorem 4
For G = (V,E) an undirected graph, G has a vertex partition with at least k
edges between the sets iff the line graph of the subdivision graph of the multigraph
G + E, L(S(G + E)), has an irredundant set of size at least 2 ∗ k.

Proof: Note that for each vertex a of degree d in G, there is a corresponding
clique C(a), called the vertex clique of a, of size 2∗d in L(S(G+E)). The set of
vertex cliques forms a partition of the vertices of L(S(G + E)). Also, each edge
in G is first doubled and then each resulting edge is subdivided. This results
in four vertices in L(S(G + E)). A doubling pair is defined to be two vertices
from L(S(G + E)) that are obtained from the same edge of G and belong to
the same vertex clique. The two vertices of L(S(G + E)) that result from the
subdivision of an edge of G+E are called a subdivision pair, and an edge which
joins a subdivision pair is called a subdivision edge. A vertex in L(S(G + E))
is only adjacent to one vertex outside the vertex clique that contains it. The
one vertex is its subdivision partner and the edge joining them is a subdivision
edge.
Only If:
Suppose G has a vertex partition where V is partitioned into V1 and V2 such
that there are at least k edges with one end in V1 and the other end in V2. Let
D be the set of these edges.

Let CV1 be the set of vertex cliques corresponding to the vertices of V1, and
CV2 be the set of vertex cliques corresponding to the vertices of V2.
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For each e ∈ D, e = (a, b), where a ∈ V1 and b ∈ V2.

Then C(a) ∈ CV1 and C(b) ∈ CV2.
Suppose u1 and u2 are the doubling pair from C(a) that result from
edge e.
Add u1 and u2 to I.

Then |I| = 2 ∗ k, and I ⊆ ∪{C | C ∈ CV1}.
Also, each vertex u ∈ I is a member of a doubling pair for some edge e ∈ D.
Note that u has as its private neighbour its subdivision partner (whose only
other adjacencies are in some C(b) ∈ CV2).
Therefore I is an irredundant set of size at least 2 ∗ k in L(S(G + E)).
If:
Suppose L(S(G + E)) has an irredundant set I of size p.
We will show that G has a vertex partition with at least ⌈p/2⌉ edges between
the sets of the partition.
The general approach is to modify the set I so that it is still irredundant and
has an even size of at least p, and then show that from it we can find a vertex
partition of G with at least |I|/2 edges between the sets.
Consider an arbitrary u ∈ I.
Suppose u ∈ C(a) where u originated from edge (a, b) ∈ E.
Let v be u’s subdivision partner, u′ be u’s doubling partner, and v′ be v’s
doubling partner (and u′’s subdivision partner).
Hence, u, u′ ∈ C(a) and v, v′ ∈ C(b).

If u′ /∈ I and v is a private neighbour of u,
then I ∩ C(b) = ∅

add u′ to I as it has private neighbour v′.
If u′ /∈ I and v is not a private neighbour of u,
then ∃w ∈ I ∩ C(b)

I ∩ C(a) = {u} as u’s private neighbour must be in C(a)
Note: if ∃z ∈ I ∩ C(b), z 6= w,

z must have a private neighbour outside C(b), as both w, z ∈ I
remove w and u from I, and add v and v′ to I
Thus, v and v′ have u and u′ as private neighbours.

Therefore, after this step either both u and u′ belong to I, or both v and v′

belong to I.
Repeat this step for every vertex u ∈ I.
Hence, the resulting set I is irredundant, has size at least p, and if a vertex u
exists in I then its doubling partner also exists in I.
Now define V1 = {a ∈ V | C(a) ∩ I 6= ∅}, and V2 = {b ∈ V | C(b) ∩ I = ∅}.
Then V1 and V2 form a partition of V .
For each doubling pair from I, say u and u′ from C(a), with private neighbours
v and v′ (their subdivision partners) from some C(b), there is an edge in G from
a ∈ V1 to b ∈ V2.
Hence there are at least |I|/2 edges from V1 to V2 so it is the required partition.

2
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Corollary 1
Let G = (V,E) be an arbitrary undirected graph.
Form the graph G′ by adding to each vertex clique of L(S(G + E)) a vertex
adjacent to every vertex in the vertex clique and no other vertices.
Then G′ is simplicial, and G has a vertex partition with at least k edges between
the sets iff G′ has an irredundant set of size 2 ∗ k.

Proof: G′ is simplicial as the vertex cliques cover the vertices of G′ and for
each vertex clique, the new vertex added to it is simplicial.
It is easy to see that the Only If proof of the theorem still holds when a simplicial
vertex is added to each vertex clique.
For the If proof of the theorem, it is necessary to specify how to handle the
case when an added simplicial vertex is a member of I. Suppose s ∈ I, s is the
simplicial vertex of vertex clique C(a), and u ∈ C(a) is a private neighbour of
s.
Then u’s subdivision partner v does not belong to I. Suppose v ∈ C(b).

If I ∩ C(b) = ∅
remove s from I and add u and its doubling partner to I
v and its doubling partner are private neighbours of u and its

doubling partner
If I ∩ C(b) = {w}

remove s and w from I and add v and its doubling partner to I
u and its doubling partner are private neighbours of v and its

doubling partner
If |I ∩ C(b)| ≥ 2

remove s from I and add v and its doubling partner, if it isn’t
already present, to I

u and its doubling partner are private neighbours of v and its
doubling partner

Now the rest of the If proof holds.
So, the theorem holds for G and G′, and the corollary follows. 2

Corollary 2
IR is NP-complete for line graphs and simplicial graphs.

Proof: It is obvious that the IR problem is in NP for it is possible to guess a
set I of size k and then verify in polynomial time that it is irredundant.
IR for line graphs and simplicial graphs will now be reduced to the Simple Max
Cut problem.
Let G be an arbitrary undirected graph.
By the theorem, a max cut of size at least k exists iff L(S(G + E)) has an
irredundant set of size at least 2k.
Note that given G, L(S(G+E)) can be obtained in polynomial time. Also given
an irredundant set I for L(S(G + E)), a partition of G with at least |I|/2 edges
can be obtained in polynomial time by the constructive approach used in the
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theorem.
Therefore, Simple Max Cut reduces to IR for line graphs.
Similarly, it reduces to IR for simplicial graphs using the previous corollary.
Hence, since Simple Max Cut is NP-complete [18], IR is NP-complete for line
graphs and simplicial graphs. 2

4.9 Minimum Dominating Independent Set and Minimum
Maximal Irredundant Set

These two parameters were introduced in section 4.7. The key to their com-
plexity is the following result:

Theorem 5 [14]
If H = (V,E) is a hereditary hypergraph with no isolated vertices, then

ir(Ω(H)) = γ(Ω(H)) = i(Ω(H))) = π(H)
where π(H) is the smallest order of a partition of V into elements of E.

In section 4.5, we have already seen that calculation of π(H) is NP-complete
for H a hereditary hypergraph. Thus, γ, ir and i are NP-complete for represen-
tatives of hereditary hypergraphs, upper bound graphs, and simplicial graphs.
Again in section 4.5, we recalled that for G a connected graph, γ(M(G)) =
π(M(G)) = α1(G), and α1(G) can be calculated in time O(n1.5 + e), where
M(G) has n vertices and e edges. Thus, ir and i can be calculated in this same
time.

Now consider calculating i(L(G)), i.e. finding the size of a minimum sized
maximal set of vertices of L(G) that is independent. In G, this will be a mini-
mum sized maximal set of edges that are not incident, i.e., a minimum maximal
matching. However, as we have already seen, the minimum maximal matching
problem is NP-complete, so i is NP-complete for line graphs.

McRae [32] shows that calculating ir(L(G)) is also NP-complete.
Note that a graph is called well-covered [37] if all maximal independent sets

have the same size, i.e., i(G) = β0(G). It turns out that the class of simplicial
graphs that are also well-covered is the same as the class of vertex unisimplicial
graphs [39]. Also, for the natural definition of a graph being fractionally well-
covered, a graph is vertex unisimplicial iff it is fractionally well-covered [15].
Vertex unisimplicial graphs have even more properties equal.

Theorem 6 [40]
If G is a vertex unisimplicial graph, then

γ(G) = i(G) = β0(G) = Γ(G) = Θv(G) = s
where s is the number of simplices in the graph.

This cannot be extended to the other related parameters as it is quite easy
to find vertex unisimplicial graphs with ir(G) < γ(G) or with Γ(G) < IR(G).
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4.10 Hamiltonian Cycle/Path

A Hamiltonian path in a graph is a path that passes through every vertex exactly
once. If it returns to the starting vertex, it is called a Hamiltonian circuit. It is
known that the Hamiltonian path problem is NP-complete for line graphs [4].
In fact, Bertossi’s proof constructs a line graph that is actually a middle graph.
Hence the proof shows that the Hamiltonian path problem is NP-complete for
middle graphs. In addition, the same proof also works for the Hamiltonian
circuit problem, so both problems are NP-complete for all the classes of graphs
being considered here.

4.11 Induced Path

The Induced Path problem has as input an undirected graph G = (V,E) and an
integer k, and the objective is to determine whether the graph has a subset V ′

of vertices such that the subgraph of G induced by V ′ is a simple path. The fact
that the Induced Path problem is NP-complete for middle graphs, and hence
the other graph classes, follows directly the following theorem:

Theorem 7
For a graph G with n vertices, G has a Hamiltonian path iff M(G) has an
induced path of length at least n.

Proof: Recall that the set of simplices of a middle graph forms a partition of
the edges. Also in an induced path, there can be at most one edge from any
simplex (otherwise a triangle would be induced). Hence the longest possible
induced path in M(G) has length n, when G has n vertices.
Only If:
Suppose G has a Hamiltonian path P = v1v2...vn.
Define path P ′ in M(G) by v1v1,2v2,3...vn−1,nvn, where va,b is the vertex in
M(G) arising from edge (a, b) of G.
This path has length n. Also there is exactly one edge from each simplex so it
is the desired induced path.
If:
If an induced path has length n in M(G), then it must contain an edge from
each simplex. Also each interior vertex of the induced path corresponds to an
edge of G (since the other vertices of M(G) are simplicial which would imply
at least 2 edges from the simplex). Since consecutive interior vertices of the
induced path are adjacent, the corresponding edges of G are incident and form
a path of length n− 1 in G. The vertices of the path in G must be distinct or
else there would be more than one edge of the path in some simplex of M(G).
Hence the path in G is a Hamiltonian path. 2

4.12 Graph Isomorphism

The graph isomorphism problem asks the question of whether two graphs have
the same structure. In particular, given graphs G1 = (V1, E1) and G2 =
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(V2, E2), does there exists a one-to-one and onto function f : V1 → V2 such
that (u, v) ∈ E1 iff (f(u), f(v)) ∈ E2. The computational complexity of this
problem is particularly interesting as, although it is easily shown to be in NP,
it has not been proved to be in either P or NP-complete. However if NP 6= P,
then it can be proved that problems exist that are in NP but not in either P
or NP-complete. The graph isomorphism problem is one of the leading candi-
dates to fit this criterion. This has led to the development of the Isomorphism
Complete class of problems, i.e., problems whose complexity class is the same
as graph isomorphism. It has been known for some time that isomorphism of
middle graphs is the same as general graphs [14]. This follows from the following
relationships:

G1 ≈ G2 iff G+

1 ≈ G+

2 iff L(G+

1 ) ≈ L(G+

2 ) iff M(G1) ≈M(G2).

Thus, graph isomorphism is Isomorphism complete for all the graph classes
under consideration. It is fairly easy to see that isomorphism for independence
graphs is also Isomorphism complete.

4.13 Subgraph Isomorphism

Given graphs G and H, the subgraph isomorphism problem asks whether H is
isomorphic to a subgraph of G. It is known that this problem is NP-complete
when G is restricted to one of several classes of graphs. We will now show that
the problem is NP-complete when G is a middle graph by reducing the Hamil-
tonian cycle problem for cubic graphs to the subgraph isomorphism problem for
middle graphs. Recall that a graph is called cubic if every vertex has degree
three.

Theorem 8
For a cubic graph G with n vertices, G has a Hamiltonian circuit iff M(G) has
a subgraph isomorphic to M(Cn), where Cn is the graph that consists of a cycle
on n vertices.

Proof: Only If:
If G has a Hamiltonian circuit, then G has a subgraph H, H ≈ Cn, where
n = |V |. This obviously implies that M(G) has a subgraph isomorphic to
M(Cn).
If:
Suppose G = (V,E) is a cubic graph such that M(G) has a subgraph isomorphic
to M(Cn). It is easy to see that M(Cn) ≈Ĉn; i.e., it is a sequence if n triangles
connected so that each triangle shares one vertex with the next triangle, this
shared vertex is distinct from the one shared with the previous triangle, and
the set of edges between the shared vertices induces a cycle of length n. Two
triangles that share a vertex will be called incident.

The proof will be easily completed after we show that M(Cn) is isomorphic
to a subgraph of M(G) such that for each triangle of M(Cn), all of its edges
are mapped by the isomorphism into the same simplex of M(G). This will be
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shown by considering a triangle of M(Cn) that does not map to a simplex, and
showing that the map can be changed to a map where the triangle does map to
a simplex.

Suppose that a triangle of M(Cn) is mapped to {u, x, y}, where the degree 2
vertex of the triangle is mapped to u. Recall that for middle graphs, each non-
simplicial vertex lies in exactly two simplices, and the simplices partition the
edges. Thus if {u, x, y} do not all belong to the same simplex, then each edge
of the triangle must belong in a different simplex, call them Sux, Sxy, and Suy.
Because of the isomorphism from M(Cn), the {u, x, y} triangle has two incident
triangles. We now claim that at least one of these two incident triangles must
be interior to a simplex. Figure 2 shows the only way (subject to symmetry) in
which two incident triangles can appear in M(G) when neither of the triangles
is interior to a simplex. Another triangle incident to {u, x, y} must be incident
at x, since a degree 2 vertex is mapped to u. As the new triangle is not interior
to Sux or Sxy, it must consist of {x, b, c} and (b, c) is an edge of M(G). But
this is impossible as Sxy is a simplex with c as its simplicial vertex, so (b, c) is
not an edge of M(G). Hence, the second triangle incident to {u, x, y} must be
interior to Sux, i.e., it is {a, x, b} as shown in Figure 3(a). In particular, there
cannot be a sequence of three incident triangles where none of them is interior
to a simplex.

This implies that the triangle incident to {v, y, w} must be interior to Svw.
Suppose that it is {v, e, d} (see Figure 3(a)). The map from M(Cn) can be
changed so that instead of mapping to the triangles of Figure 3(a)), it maps to
those of 3(b)). In particular, triangle {u, x, y} can be replaced by {c, x, y}, and
triangle {w, y, v} replaced by {f, y, v} to yield another isomorphism mapping
- this one with all four of the triangles interior to simplices. Note that c and
f must be simplicial vertices, and hence are not part of any triangles in the
original mapping. In a second situation, if the triangle incident to {v, y, w} was
{w, e, d}, then during the replacements {w, e, d} must be replaced by {v, e, d}
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Figure 4: Handling a single triangle not in a simplex

to again yield Figure 3(b). Therefore, any incident pair of triangles that are not
interior to simplices can be replaced by ones interior to simplices.

Now consider a triangle that is not interior to a simplex, but whose incident
triangles are both interior to simplices (see Figure 4(a)). This time {x, a, b} can
be replaced by {u, a, b}, and {x, u, y} replaced by {f, u, y} to yield all interior
triangles as shown in Figure 4(b). Note that if in the original mapping, the
triangle incident to {u, y, x} was {f, y, v}, then the only replacement is {u, x, y}
by {c, x, y}. Thus, any triangle that is not interior to a simplex can be replaced
by one interior.

Therefore, in every case we can reduce the number of triangles that do not
map to a simplex. By repeated application of this technique, an isomorphism
can be obtained that maps all triangles into simplices with one triangle per
simplex. Thus the cycle of incident triangles in M(Cn) becomes a cycle of
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simplices in M(G) where consecutive simplices share a non-simplicial vertex.
But each simplex of M(G) corresponds to a vertex in G, and in G the cycle
is a sequence of vertices with consecutive vertices connected by an edge (the
non-simplicial vertex in M(G)). Thus, sequence is a cycle of length n and the
vertices are distinct, so it is a Hamiltonian circuit. 2

Since testing an arbitrary cubic graph G for a Hamiltonian circuit is NP-com-
plete [19], testing M(G) for a subgraph isomorphic to M(Cn) is NP-complete,
and the Subgraph Isomorphism problem is NP-complete for middle graphs, line
graphs, upper bound graphs and simplicial graphs.

4.14 Steiner Tree

For this problem, the input is an undirected graph G = (V,E), a subset of the
vertices V ′, and an integer k. The objective is to determine whether there is
a subtree T of G which spans V ′ and has at most k edges. As with the last
problem, we will show this problem is NP-complete for all the graph classes
being considered here. The proof will be very similar to the one of Karp [26] to
show the Steiner Tree problem is NP-complete for general undirected graphs.
In particular, the Exact 3-Cover Problem will be reduced to the Steiner Tree
Problem for middle graphs.

The Exact 3-Cover Problem has as input a set S = {a1, a2, ..., an} and a
collection C = {C1, C2, ...Cp} of 3 element subsets of S. The objective is to
determine if C has a subcollection C ′ such that the sets of C ′ are disjoint and
cover S (i.e., C ′ forms a partition of S). Note that each Ci ∈ C is a 3 element set,
but it will be convenient to identify one element as the first element, another
as the second element, and the remaining element as the third element, i.e.,
Ci = {bi,1, bi,2, bi,3}.

From an instance of the Exact 3-Cover Problem, define the following graph
G = (V,E)

V = {h} ∪ {Ci|1 ≤ i ≤ p} ∪ {aj |1 ≤ j ≤ n} ∪ {bi,k|1 ≤ i ≤ p, 1 ≤ k ≤ 3}

E = {(h,Ci)|1 ≤ i ≤ p} ∪ {(Ci, bi,k)|1 ≤ i ≤ p, 1 ≤ k ≤ 3}

∪ {(bi,k, aj)|aj is the kth element of Ci, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, 1 ≤ i ≤ p, 1 ≤ k ≤ 3}

Note that the vertex h will be used to connect the n/3 Ci’s which form C ′.
A path from an aj to Ci represents that if Ci is added to C ′, it will cover aj .
The vertices bi,k are used to give such paths a length of 2 so that only one of
these can be used for each aj (or the tree will need too many edges).

We can now define a Steiner Tree problem for a middle graph by considering
the graph M(G) where G has just been described, V ′ = {h} ∪ {aj |1 ≤ j ≤ n},
and k = 3n + n/3. This construction can clearly be done in polynomial time.
Figure 5 shows the graph obtained for a specific Exact 3-Cover problem (which
doesn’t have an exact 3-cover so the graph doesn’t have a Steiner Tree covering
S ∪ {h} with 20 edges). Also, label each simplicial vertex by the vertex of G to
which it corresponds, and label each non-simplicial vertex by the edge to which
it corresponds.
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Figure 5: M(G) for 3-Cover Problem C1 = {a1, a2, a3}, C2 = {a2, a3, a4}, C3 =
{a3, a5, a6}

Lemma 5
S has an exact 3-cover iff M(G) has a Steiner tree that covers V ′ using 3n+n/3
or fewer edges.

Proof: Only If:
Suppose that S has an exact 3-cover C ′.
For each aj ∈ S, there is a unique Ci ∈ C ′ with aj ∈ Ci, say in the kth position.
In the graph M(G), form the following path Pj (defined by its sequence of
vertices)

Pj = aj , (aj , bi,k), (bi,k, Ci), (Ci, h), h.

Define T = ∪aj∈SPj .
T is a subtree of M(G) since it is connected and has no cycles. Also T covers
{h} ∪ S. Finally T has 3n + n/3 edges since the n paths of length 4 are edge
distinct except for the ((Ci, h), h) edges, and each of these edges is used by three
paths. Thus, T is the desired Steiner tree for M(G).
If:
Suppose M(G) has a subtree which covers {h} ∪ S, and has 3n + n/3 or fewer
edges. Consider a smallest such subtree. If the subtree has an edge of the
form ((Ci, h), (Cj , h)), then its removal will disconnect the subtree at one of the
endpoints, say (Ci, h), from being connected to h. Now the edge (Ci, h) can be
added to the reconnected the subtree. The result is another subtree with the
same number of edges and still covering {h} ∪ S.
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Also if edge ((Ci, h), h) belongs to the subtree, and there is a path inside the
Ci simplex to vertex (Ci, h) of length greater than 1, then remove the edges of
the path from the tree and add the edges which join each vertex on the path to
vertex (Ci, h).

Note both operations result in the same number of edges as before, and the
result is still a subtree covering {h} ∪ S. Assume that both of these operations
have been done as many times as possible, and call the resulting tree T .

Let x equal the number of edges in T of the form ((Ci, h), h).
Let y be the number of paths in T , called direct paths, of the form

aj , (aj , bi,k), (bi,k, Ci), (Ci, h), h, for appropriate j, i, and k.

Then y ≤ 3 ∗ x since each Ci has only three elements with direct paths.
Now we count the edges of T .

x counts the edges of the form ((Ci, h), h).
3y counts the edges on direct paths when the ((Ci, h), h) edges are not

counted.
When y elements of S are connected by direct paths, there are n−y elements

of S that are connected to h by paths which are not direct. Each of these must
either use at least four distinct edges of T that have not been counted yet, or
else use three additional edges and connect to a non-direct path that uses at
least five additional edges. Thus, at least four additional edges can be counted
for each non-direct path, so

3n + n/3 ≥ number of edges in T ≥ x + 3y + 4(n− y) ≥ y/3 + 4n− y,

since y ≤ 3x.
Hence, y − y/3 ≥ n− n/3, and so y ≥ n
But y can be at most n, so y = n.
This implies x = n/3 since y ≤ 3x and T has at most 3n + n/3 edges.
Thus the tree consists of n/3 distinct edges ((Ci, h), h), each of which has 3
distinct aj ’s associated with it. Hence, the n/3 Ci’s form an Exact 3-Cover of
S. 2

Since the Exact 3-Cover problem is NP-complete, the Steiner Tree problem
must be NP-complete for middle graphs, and hence also for the other graph
classes being considered here.

4.15 Simple Maximum Cut

For a graph G = (V,E), the simple maximum cut problem is to partition the
vertex set into two sets so as to maximize the number of edges of G with one
end in each set. For some time this problem has been known to be NP-complete
for general graphs [18], but for line graphs time O(n+e) is sufficient [1]. Just
recently the problem has been shown to be NP-complete for split graphs [5], and
hence for simplicial graphs. The time complexities of this problem for upper
bound graphs and for representative graphs of hereditary hypergraphs remain
open problems.
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